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had ample opportunity of expressing themselves before the Committee, which
had taken the utmost opportunity of weighing and considering that opinion
{n framing the recommendations, and the result was before the Assembly in the
form of a report. The Committee was representative of different interests
concerning the Bill. It had a high measure of legal, administrative and medical
qualifications most essential for the consideration of the question. The report,
Indeed, constituted a landmark of advance in the controversy with which the
Bill dealt. Anyone who studied that report would admit that Sir Moropant
Josht and his colleagues had rendered a very great public service and deserved
the gratitude of the country.
The first conclusion that could be drawn from the contents of the Age of
Consent report was that there existed a grave and corroding evil clamouring
for a remedy. It was not merely that generation after generation of young
girls were exposed to the injuries of early marriage, but legacies were left from
whkh the country would undoubtedly suffer most vitally. The Government of
India did not desire it to be understood that they, in and way, under-estimated
the earnestness and sincerity of the opposition to the Bill. Any measure which
modified a social custom of long duration would for a time, naturally evoke a
large measure of opposition, but he hoped that in no long time, the principle of
the Bill in its practical application would reconcile even the most stringent
opposition with which the measure was at present met.
The Home Member concluded : " We are convinced that the evil exists.
We are convinced that the measure of Rai Saheb Harbilas Sard a is at any rate
the first step in the direction of seeking a practical remedy. Where we find
that evil, and where we find a promising remedy, we feel we must support what
we think to be right, I trust* a great majority of this House will agree In the
view that this measure is one in the right direction, and it is their duty to
support it,"
Mr* K. C. NEOGY, who rose to oppose the Bill, referred to the opinions of
tie Local Governments, and asked how the Government of India proposed to
work the measure when several local Governments were not giving it support*
Dealing further with public opinion, the speaker referred to the Bengal Social
Conference where a resolution in favour of the Bill was defeated by an over-
whelming majority in spite of attempts made by its President Mr. Kelkar.
Mr. Neogy exhibited a large bundle of letters h? had received against the
Bill whereupon Rai Sahib Harbilas Sarda amidst laughter showed also his
tag bundle*
Continuing his speech Mr. Neogy said that ail oppositionists did not come
naerely from Unorthodox pandits, but also from most unexpected quarters. The
Ksmstha Saraaj of Bengal had opposed the measure. The speaker then des-
c$ix^tvanous shades oposition as indicated by the letters he had received and
sa»t that the complaint of some was that the report of the Age of Consent Com-
oro* wa* in the nature of a propagandist measure He next quoted from the
Review of Reviews" to show that the support of the Medical Con-
been obtained at the fag end of its session
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?^I    ^ ttat the Mo8l«ros had decided to support Mr. M. K'
~   *• -i they felt that Moslem opinion had not had time to get
not be understood that Moslems  were opposed to the
Moreover, Moslems had not had adequate representa-
itner the Government did not rise to  the height of the
Moslems had not given the- matter serious attention which it
"       trtA d*v*,*Ov.*. ^.^^	•    y        «    •   •	~	*
t I j1^^    ^t I m^L^f It p* t^      T^ ^^-YTT    <H1 * ft Mk *± -*        ll     *•	1**	*•	*	*	**_
Haye*said  that a certain section of Moslems consi-
rife amon   ttern and there were sufficient
*.**^ apc*iK,ei: now wisned ins co-religionists to give it.
Sherwani rose to controvert Mr. Abdul Haye's statement that
opposed to the measure, but the President said that it was not

